Surviving below sea level

queue of sheep trot by. They are our
lifeguards on duty, as they keep the
grass short so that the roots get deep
enough and the sea cannot easily tear
holes in the dike. Behind the dikes

“We used the spirit of opposition against
the regional authorities to prepare for marrying
wildlife protection with sustainable farming
and renewable energies."

we grab our bikes and say goodbye.
Good to see youngsters who feel so
attached to this remote place. “We
love this life of freedom in nature” still
resonates, when I cycle back to our
farm.

Making change
despite headwind
Biking on Pellworm, no matter

should become a National Park, ‘No

Wirtschaften! means ‘Ecological

National Park – freedom for Frisians!’

Economy!’. It carries the exclamation

stickers were found on every shop

mark as a call to action and transition

and car. Farmers and fishermen feared

from rather unsustainable farming

restrictions and mobilised against the

practices, depopulation and mainland

government’s proposal.

dependence, towards a decent

For us, a group of islanders from

livelihood for all islanders gained from

all walks of life, this conflict was like

renewable energies, organic farming

an ‘energiser’ for a civic movement

and soft on-farm tourism within a

towards more sustainable island

unique and vulnerable ecosystem.

which way you go, is a struggle

development. Just as seagulls take

against the wind. Maybe this climate

off best by running against the wind,

islanders and from our tourists. But

has formed our stubborn Frisian DNA

we used the spirit of opposition

the process of transformation was not

having to stand up against gusts

against the regional authorities

a ride with backwind. In the beginning

and sea. It may therefore come as

to prepare for marrying wildlife

the mayor and local government saw

no surprise that in the late 1980s,

protection with sustainable farming

us as troublemakers and dreamers,

when the Regional Government of

and renewable energies. In 1989 we

and they placed many hurdles and

Schleswig-Holstein suggested that

founded our non-profit organisation

barriers to our ambitions. But stubborn

the entire mud flat of the Wadden Sea

‘Ökologisch Wirtschaften!’. Ökologisch

as we are, we pushed on.

We had support from many
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CHAPTER 9

“Pellworm would be the ideal place
to experiment with practices for a
climate-friendly farming on a small scale.”
Bernhard Osterburg

Knowledge
sharing with DRÔME
in France
Jochen Haug from Die in the French
Drôme region, visits Pellworm to share

Bernhard Osterburg, special adviser

of animals, improved crop rotation,

his experience of local slaughter

to the German Federal Government at

and better protection of soils against

options. He has founded a farmers’

the Thünen Institut in Braunschweig

erosion and loss of humus. In 2019,

cooperative in order to save a small

working on adaptation of farming

we start this exercise and might have

slaughterhouse in his region that was

practices to climate change.

sufficient data to consider improved

about to be closed by the authorities.

“Pellworm would be the ideal place to

agronomic practices including

We discuss possibilities of mobile

experiment with practices for a climate-

conventional and organic farms. At

slaughter facilities on farms to avoid

friendly farming on a small scale,” he

the end of the day we sit on this soup

the long and exhausting transport of

says.

plate island together.

our cattle to the mainland.

Osterburg suggests working on a

Other participants at the round

All these reflections and

full accounting of all nutrients, which

tables suggest work on breeding

suggestions could be the ingredients

circulate on the island, including

special organic and climate resistant

for what many on the island would like

imported feed, fertilisers as well as

seeds and farm animals and to

to see emerge in the future, namely

green, liquid and solid manure. That

become another ARK together

‘the Pellworm trade mark’. It could

would lift our thinking above the

with Süderoog. We could revitalise

create a new common ground for all.

fences of our individual farms. Based

contacts with the European Small

It could become another ’Pellover‘

on this balance of nutrients we might

Islands Network (ESIN), which Camille

narrative of connecting within our

be able to reconsider stocking density

is currently heading as president.

local economy, between farmers,
local restaurants, the school, the
energy cooperative, the dairy, a new
slaughterhouse … and friends across
Europe.
I close the west doors of the barn
and the farmhouse. A severe storm is
announced. If it carries rain it would
be welcome, but it turns out to just be
violent wind with not a drop of water
for our fields.
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